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1 Introduction

A lack of political effort to implement ambitious climate change mitigation
has frequently been justified by pointing out that other objectives, such as
promoting economic growth, creating jobs or reducing inequality, take prior-
ity in national economic policy. Yet, most studies of the impacts of climate
policy on growth and distribution have been conducted either on a sectorally
resolved, technologically detailed level, analyzing effects on and between spe-
cific industries and households, or on an international level, considering the
feasibility of agreements between nation states. However, the efficiency and
the distributional effects of climate policy are neither confined to directly
regulated sectors and technologies, nor to the international level: on a na-
tional scale, there are complex interactions with non-climate inefficiencies
and policy goals, and appropriately designed climate policy instruments can
improve overall efficiency and welfare.1

Specifically, this paper shows that pricing the flow of carbon emissions,
and thus appropriating rents from fossil resource stocks interpretable as ‘cli-
mate rents’, induces a macroeconomic distortion by directing investment
towards producible capital as the alternative asset. If capital was previ-
ously underaccumulated, this ‘macroeconomic portfolio effect’ constitutes a
welfare improvement and lowers the gross costs of climate policy.

This result has three major policy implications: First, and most im-
portantly, there is generally an efficiency reason for the appropriation of
climate rents for the public, rather than only a distributional motive - it
may be necessary to collect the rents if the socially optimal allocation is
to be implemented. Second, dynamic effects on stocks matter for the ef-
ficiency of flow-oriented climate policy instruments. Third, specifically for
climate policy implemented as a permit scheme, the previous points imply
an additional reason why permits should not be allocated for free.

Furthermore, the prominent role of rents from non-producible stocks
in our analysis suggests an alternative climate policy instrument based on
private property rights to the ‘stock of the atmosphere’: tradable rights to
perpetually obtain a certain fraction of annual emission allowances. It has
the same stock-flow structure and aggregate effects as conventional carbon
pricing mechanisms, but different political economy implications.

We use a specific formal model and policy instrument, namely a two-asset
overlapping-generations (OLG) model and three forms of carbon pricing, to
prove the main result of this article. However, this specific model should be
interpreted as an illustration of the more general idea of a beneficial macro-
economic portfolio effect due to rent collection via resource- and climate

1As a binding and sufficiently ambitious international agreement seems currently un-
likely, independent national efforts come into focus - and with them, the effects of climate
change and climate policy on national economies that may motivate such efforts (Eden-
hofer et al., 2014; Siegmeier et al., 2014).
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policy. This general idea is based on three major assumptions:
First, we assume that capital is suboptimally underaccumulated. This

seems generally plausible if capital is broadly defined to include physical as
well as human capital.

Second, the investment choice between capital and fossil resource stocks
requires that both are available as privately owned, tradable assets in the
economy under consideration. This may be the case either for a national
economy that has both substantial fossil resources and capital goods, or for
the world economy (interpreting rent collection as a global carbon pricing
scheme). The liquidity of markets for emission-related assets also depends on
the climate policy instrument chosen; for example, if the right to perpetually
obtain a certain share of annual (national or global) emission rights was a
tradable asset, the distribution of property rights to fossil resources would
be less important for the portfolio effect to occur (see Section 4.3).

Third, we consider a situation where long-term climate policy has al-
ready been imposed - that is, the government has introduced an emission
permit scheme, credibly committed to a path for the issuance of these per-
mits and the degree to which they will be auctioned, and the economy has
already adapted to each of these measures. We thus neglect the anticipa-
tion and transitional effects of the tax reform and only compare economic
aggregates on balanced paths with limited emissions, but with or without
rent collection.2

We relate our main result to four fields of research: We highlight its
differences to literature on optimal climate policy and its international fea-
sibility, and to literature on the existence of a “double dividend” of environ-
mental taxation. We then point to its similarity to previous findings about
rent taxation in public finance. Finally, important complementary results
concern resource taxation under endogenous growth and asset price changes
under avoided climate damages.

First, the bulk of literature on climate policy on the one hand uses rela-
tively disaggregated models with high detail for emission-intensive sectors to
identify optimal paths for greenhouse-gas (GHG) emission abatement and
their costs (Clarke et al., 2014) and to compare different implementations
of policy options in terms of efficiency and distribution (Fischer and Newell,
2008; Aldy et al., 2010; Asheim, 2012; Kalkuhl and Brecha, 2013). On the
other hand, game-theoretical models with highly abstract nation states as
players are used to analyze the political economy and thus feasibility of
international climate policy (Finus, 2008; Stavins et al., 2014). Neither fo-

2This is relevant for cases such as the European Emissions Trading System (EU ETS),
where permits were initially allocated for free, and auctioning was introduced gradually
and without full prior anticipation. This option improves the political feasibility of intro-
ducing such a scheme, which may be an advantage over a carbon tax. See Koethenbuerger
and Poutvaara (2009) and Heijdra et al. (2006) for a theoretical analysis of transition ef-
fects of introducing a tax on a fixed factor or pollution, respectively.
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cuses on the “intermediate” level of national economies and issues of public
finance.

Second, the “double dividend” literature does address some of this gap:
Given that an externality will be internalized by an environmental tax, using
the revenues to cut pre-existing distortionary taxes is preferable to lump-
sum redistribution by the very definition of a distortionary tax (Goulder,
1995). This constitutes a second dividend besides the environmental bene-
fit. However, this positive revenue-recycling effect is counteracted by a “tax-
interaction effect” (Bovenberg and De Mooij, 1994): the environmental tax
increases the price of dirty goods, thus substituting a narrow-based implicit
tax for a broad-based explicit tax, e.g. on labor. Thus, it is unlikely that the
gross costs of an environmental tax swap are negative unless the initial tax
system is inefficient (Goulder, 1995; Bovenberg, 1999). One potential source
of inefficiency is inadequate taxation of rents from a fixed factor used in the
production of a polluting good (Bento and Jacobsen, 2007): then, an envi-
ronmental tax swap shifts some of the burden of taxation from labor to the
fixed factor, and the price of the polluting good does not increase by the full
amount of the environmental tax. Thus, the tax-interaction effect may be
reduced and negative gross policy costs become more likely. While the effect
presented here also stems from the collection of rents from a fixed factor, it is
independent of a pre-existing distortionary tax system. Instead, increasing
welfare in the economy is possible by addressing a dynamic inefficiency in
savings behavior: Given that GHG emissions will be reduced, using a pol-
icy instrument that collects the rents from the emissions-related fixed factor
(here, fossil resource stocks) to finance a given public revenue requirement
is preferable to lump-sum taxation because it stimulates alternative, pro-
ductive investments, i.e. capital accumulation. The effect is unambiguously
welfare-enhancing if capital is otherwise underaccumulated. Moreover, it is
independent of the recycling of the policy’s revenues: In our specific model
described below, we use climate policy revenues to finance public investment
in resource efficiency improvements for analytical tractability, but in prin-
ciple they could be used otherwise, e.g. for measures with a redistribution
effect.3

Third, our contribution is related to results on non-environmental op-
timal taxation. The basic insight that a tax on rents from a fixed factor
such as land generally is distortionary, since it directs investment away from
land and towards capital, goes back to Feldstein (1977). Petrucci (2006) and
Koethenbuerger and Poutvaara (2009) noted that this distortion is benefi-
cial if capital was previously underaccumulated, e.g. due to imperfect inter-
generational altruism. Edenhofer et al. (2013) provided a formal proof and

3Regarding redistribution, we formally show that the social optimum as defined by
Calvo and Obstfeld (1988) can be reached if rent taxation is sufficient to finance both
technical progress offsetting resource depletion and a redistribution scheme that addresses
imperfect altruism between generations, the root cause of underaccumulation in our model.
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found that some forms of revenue recycling can establish the social optimum.
Although Feldstein already suggested that his findings would apply to re-
source rent taxation, we are not aware of any work on this in the pertinent
literature, nor related to environmental policy. Nevertheless, rents in the
context of climate policy did recently receive some attention: Fullerton and
Metcalf (2001) highlighted the creation of rents by different environmental
policy instruments, and how their appropriation by the public sector affects
the instruments’ relative efficiency. Bauer et al. (2013) estimate the size of
both the remaining resource rents and policy revenues (carbon rent) under
climate policy regimes of different stringency; and Carbone et al. (2012)
consider the potential of harnessing climate policy revenues for public debt
reduction. However, the focus of these studies is on the size of and spending
options for revenues of climate policy, while the macroeconomic effects of
raising such revenues have been neglected. A potential reason for this is
that collecting rents is still often presented as a non-distortionary source
of public revenue (Stiglitz, 2014; Segal, 2011; Mankiw, 2008, Chapter 8),
despite Feldstein’s findings.

Finally, the contributions closest to the present paper are Groth and
Schou (2007) and Karp and Rezai (2014b). The latter demonstrates, using
a discrete OLG model, that climate policy can have aggregate beneficial ef-
fects due to a change in asset values. If capital is a fixed production factor,
a Pareto-improving transfer is possible: If the mitigation necessitates some
investments today, all generations welfare is increased except that of the
current young. However, their effect is due to reducing overuse of a pro-
ductive renewable resource and not to wealth effects due to the mitigation
policy. (Karp and Rezai, 2014a) generalize the insight to the case of ac-
cumulable capital with adjustment costs for transforming consumption into
investment goods and a climate damage function. Here we abstract from
climate damages and focus on the wealth effects of the instruments that
correct the externality. By contrast, Groth and Schou (2007) also consider
taxation in general equilibrium with capital and non-renewable resources as
alternative assets, but focus on its effects on long-run endogenous growth in
a dynamically efficient setting with infinitely-lived agents. They show that
taxation of a non-renewable resource that enters the “growth engine” of an
economy affects long-run growth, while capital taxation does not.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows. Section 2 lays out
the formal model, in which households own both capital and fossil resource
stocks and are confronted with climate policy as a permit scheme. Section 3
presents the main result that such a climate policy induces a macro-economic
portfolio effect: the higher the share of permits that is auctioned, the more
investment is shifted away from fossil resource stocks and towards under-
supplied capital, and the higher is social welfare. Section 4 discusses some
of the model’s assumptions and the effects of alternative policy instruments,
such as a carbon tax. It also introduces a “stock instrument” related to per-
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sonal carbon trading schemes, and discusses its potential advantages over
regulating the flow of emissions. Section 5 concludes.

2 Model

In this section, we set up a continuous overlapping generations (OLG) model
(Yaari, 1965; Blanchard, 1985) to study whether climate policy induces a
beneficial portfolio effect. There are two assets, capital and an exhaustible
resource, no bequests (which leads to capital underaccumulation), and we as-
sume technological progress in resource efficiency which is publicly financed.
We keep brief our description of standard elements that have been developed
in more detail elsewhere (Edenhofer et al., 2013). Climate policy is imple-
mented here as a short-term, upstream emission trading scheme, i.e. permits
have short lifetimes and regulate fossil resource extraction. This simplifies
the exposition, since the path of resource extraction and emissions is exoge-
nous. The next section analyzes the dependency of the balanced path on
the share of permits that are auctioned to obtain the main result. The dis-
cussion section extends this result to policy instruments that keep resource
extraction endogenous, such as a long-term permit scheme or a carbon tax.

On the supply side, assume a single final good produced from aggregate
capital K(t), labor L(t) and fossil resource extractions E(t) augmented by
publicly provided technology A(t). The production function has constant
returns to scale, diminishing marginal productivity in individual inputs and
satisfies the Inada conditions in all arguments. The representative firm’s
problem is

max
K(t),L(t),E(t)

F (K(t), L(t), A(t)E(t))−[r(t)+δ]K(t)−w(t)L(t)−b(t)E(t) (1)

yielding the standard first-order conditions

r(t) + δ = FK(·), w(t) = FL(·), b(t) = FE(·), (2)

where δ is the depreciation rate of private capital.

On the demand side, let φ be the birth rate, equal to each individual’s
instantaneous probability of death. Thus φ is also the death rate in the
entire population (population size is constant and normalized to one) and
individuals’ lifetimes are exponentially distributed. If for individuals born
at time ν, some age-dependent variable at time t has a value x(ν, t), its
aggregate (population) value is denoted by the capital letter, and

X(t) =

∫ t

−∞
x(ν, t)φe−φ(t−ν)dν. (3)
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At time t, an individual born at ν ≤ t has expected lifetime utility

u(ν, t) =

∫ ∞
t

ln c(ν, τ)e−(φ+ρ)(τ−t)dτ (4)

with consumption c(ν, t) and rate of pure time preference ρ. Individuals’
budget identity is

k̇(ν, t) + p(t)ṡ(ν, t) + c(ν, t) = r(t)k(ν, t) + [(1− T (t))b(t)− p(t)]e(ν, t)+
+ w(t)− z(t) + φ[k(ν, t) + p(t)s(ν, t)] (5)

with k̇(ν, t) = dk(ν, t)/dt, etc.4 Individuals own capital k, on which they
earn interest at rate r, and a share s of the total (exhaustible) fossil resource
stock S, which they can sell or buy at a price p. Alternatively, they can
extract an amount e at zero cost and sell it at price b, but have to surrender
a share T of the revenue to the regulator. We assume that the resource stock
is homogeneous and that all resource deposits are known (and fully owned),
thus abstracting from new discoveries and (uncertain) technological change.
Each individual receives the same wage w and potentially pays a lump-
sum tax z (in Section 3.3, we discuss the consequences of age-dependent
transfers z(ν, t) < 0 for social welfare). There are no bequest motives, but
a competitive, no-cost life insurance sector to close the model, which pays
an annuity φ(k + ps) in return for obtaining the individuals’ assets in case
of death. Thus, the changes in resource ownership of all living generations
after accounting for extractions do not sum to zero:∫ t

−∞
ṡ(ν, t)φe−φ(t−ν)dν + E(t) = φS(t). (6)

Finally, the individual also respects a solvency condition:

lim
τ→∞

[k(ν, τ) + p(τ)s(ν, τ)]e−R(t,τ) = 0 (7)

with R(t, τ) ≡
∫ τ

t
(r(t̃) + φ)dt̃.

The government implements an upstream climate policy that limits GHG
emissions by limiting fossil resource extraction, and uses revenues from cli-
mate policy (and, for later comparison, lump-sum taxation) to finance tech-
nological progress offsetting the decreasing supply of fossil fuels. These
policies do not result from endogenous maximization of a welfare criterion,
but are exogenously given (see Section 4.1 for a discussion). More precisely,
the government continuously limits aggregate resource extraction by issuing

4See Edenhofer et al. (2013) on the equivalence to a notation in terms of nonhuman
assets a = k + ps. We separate the two assets here to make the portfolio effect more
transparent.
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an exponentially decreasing amount of short-term extraction permits5 Ē(t),
so that

E(t) ≤ Ē(t) = E0e
−σt. (8)

We assume that this constraint is binding at all times, i.e. that unregulated
extraction rates would exceed the maximum permissible extraction rate σ.
The total resource stock S evolves according to

Ṡ(t) = −Ē(t). (9)

Using Equation (8) and setting limt→∞ S(t) = 0 for simplicity (implying
full extraction of the initial quantity S0), we thus obtain Ē(t) = σS(t) and
E0 = σS0. A similar relationship holds for individuals, who do not choose
s and e separately: even if there are several different resource stocks, their
combination in individuals’ portfolios is identical across homogeneous house-
holds. Thus individual resource owners will extract an amount ē(ν, t) in the
same proportion to the aggregate admissible extraction as their individual
resource share in the total resource stock, so ē = Ēs/S = σs. Suppressing
time dependencies, we can then rewrite the budget constraint as

k̇ + pṡ+ c = w + rk + [(1− T )b− p]σs− z + φ(k + ps). (10)

The share T of rents from resource extraction can be interpreted as an initial
auctioning of a share T of permits and free allocation of the remaining
permits, or equivalently, as initial free allocation of all permits followed
by a tax on revenues from resource extraction. Total revenues from this
resource rent collection and lump-sum taxes z are instantaneously invested
into technological progress IA. The government’s budget identity thus is

T (t)b(t)Ē(t) + Z(t) = IA(t). (11)

Assume that the change in technological progress is linear in public invest-
ment into resource productivity improvements,

Ȧ(t) = θIA(t)A(t), (12)

with R&D investment efficiency θ. This assumption greatly simplifies the
subsequent analysis, since the research investment required to exactly offset
the regulated resource depletion at rate σ, which we denote by I∗A, is then
constant:

I∗A = σ/θ (13)

5Extraction permits are equivalent to issuing permits for the amount of CO2 emissions
that the use of the extracted resource will cause, but simplifies exposition here. More-
over, note that non-exponential mitigation paths can also be accommodated: the crucial
assumption for reaching an analytical solution is that technological progress can keep
effective resource supply constant. See Section 4.2 for a discussion.
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By Equation (12), this implies A(t) = A0e
σt, and thus by Equation (8), we

have A(t)Ē(t) = const. = A0E0: The “effective supply” of the fossil resource
remains stable.

Individuals maximize utility (4) by choosing paths for c and s, subject
to budget identity (10) and solvency condition (7). From the first-order con-
ditions of this optimization problem, one obtains the usual Keynes-Ramsey
rule for the dynamics of individual consumption

ċ(ν, t)

c(ν, t)
= r(t)− ρ (14)

and a no-arbitrage condition between the resource stock and capital (Ap-
pendix A.1):

ṗ(t)

p(t)
= r(t) +

p(t)− [1− T (t)]b(t)

p(t)
σ. (15)

The last term reflects the effect of exogenously imposing the resource ex-
traction path.

From the instantaneous budget identity (10), transversality condition (7)
and no-arbitrage condition (15), we also obtain a lifetime budget constraint
(Appendix A.2):∫ ∞

t
c(ν, τ)e−R(t,τ)dτ = k(ν, t) + p(t)s(ν, t) + h(ν, t), (16)

with h(ν, t) =

∫ ∞
t

[w(τ)− z(ν, τ)]e−R(t,τ)dτ.

Thus the present value of the consumption plan at time t of individuals born
at ν equals their total wealth of capital, fossil resources and the present val-
ues of lifetime labor income and (potentially age-dependent) taxes/transfers.

Solving the Keynes-Ramsey rule (14) for c and substituting this in Equa-
tion (16) shows that each individual consumes the same fixed fraction of her
total wealth (Appendix A.2):

c(ν, t) = (ρ+ φ)[k(ν, t) + p(t)s(ν, t) + h(ν, t)]. (17)

We can now derive the remaining aggregate demand-side quantities ac-
cording to (3) (see Appendix A.3). Using Equation (6), aggregation of
Equation (17) yields

C(t) = (ρ+ φ)[K(t) + p(t)S(t) +H(t)]. (18)

Aggregate consumption is the same constant fraction of total capital, re-
source, labor income and transfer wealth as for each individual. For the
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dynamics of the total capital stock, apply the definition of K, Leibniz’ rule
and the individual budget constraint (10) to get

K̇(t) = w(t) + r(t)K(t) + b(t)Ē(t)− IA − C(t). (19)

The growth rate of aggregate consumption can be derived from the definition
of C, using Leibniz’ rule and Equations (14) and (17):

Ċ(t)

C(t)
= r(t)− ρ− φ(ρ+ φ)

K(t) + p(t)S(t)

C(t)
. (20)

The last term is due to the “generation replacement effect”: A share φ of the
population, owning capital K and resource wealth pS, dies and is “replaced”
by newborns without assets. This continuous turnover of generations of dif-
ferent wealth also affects aggregate consumption growth, since consumption
is a fixed fraction (ρ+ φ) of wealth. The effect of newborns’ lack of capital
and fossil resources is always negative. Note that the dynamics of aggregate
quantities are independent of “lump-sum” taxes Z.6

3 Results

In this section, we prove that climate policy may induce a beneficial portfolio
effect (Theorem 1): The idea of the proof is to compare two ways of financing
a given public revenue requirement (here, for R&D directed at resource
efficiency improvements), either by a lump-sum tax or by auctioning some
or all permits as a means to collect rents. Lump-sum taxation does not
affect capital underaccumulation (which is a feature of the OLG model),
while collecting scarcity rents from resource stocks makes investing in capital
relatively more attractive, which enhances efficiency and welfare.

First, we characterize balanced paths on which capital and consumption
stay constant while regulated resource depletion and R&D offset each other
(Section 3.1).

Then, we compare pure lump-sum R&D funding to an auctioning of per-
mits (or a tax on extraction revenues) on balanced paths. In the former case,
there is underaccumulation, which is mitigated in the latter case, leading to
higher aggregate consumption (Section 3.2).

The social optimum is defined as in Calvo and Obstfeld (1988), which
implies that the Keynes-Ramsey levels of capital and consumption are so-
cially optimal given the assumptions of our model (see Appendix A.4). It

6For age-dependent transfers −z(ν, t), there is a second “redistribution” effect: The
aggregate population expects lifetime transfers of −Z̄(t), while newborns expect −z̄(t, t).
The difference is an additional term in the numerator of the last fraction, the impact of
which depends on how transfers redistribute wealth among generations. It only disappears
for age-independent transfers, Z̄(t) = z̄(t, t) (see also Section 3.3, Appendix A.3 and
Edenhofer et al. (2013) for details).
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cannot be achieved, unless permit auctioning yields sufficient revenues in
excess of technology investment which are redistributed to the benefit of the
young rather than lump-sum (Section 3.3).

3.1 Balanced paths

The differential equations for the aggregate resource stock S, technology A,
the resource stock price p, aggregate capital K and aggregate consumption
C describe the dynamics of the economy (Equations (9), (12), (15), (19)
and (20), respectively). The price of the extracted resource b and capital
interest r depend on K, A and S via the production function, so they do
not add extra dimensions.

For simplicity, we will contrast below two polar cases of financing R&D,
either by permit auction revenues only, or purely by lump-sum taxation. For
this reason, we assume that permit auction revenues are by themselves suffi-
cient to finance the research investment level (13) chosen by the government
to offset regulated resource depletion (8):

There exists a T ∗ ∈ [0; 1] such that I∗A ≤ T ∗b(t)Ē(t) for all t. (21)

See 4.1 for further discussion of this assumption7. The inequality of course
also implies that the alternative lump-sum financing of R&D is feasible in
terms of potential revenues, too, since resource rents are part of each in-
dividual’s lifetime income. If lump-sum taxes are politically infeasible, the
consequence is a trade-off between the beneficial effect described below and
distortions from other taxes, which is beyond the scope of the analysis pre-
sented here.

Then, with exogenously given depletion (8) and research (13) fixing the
evolution of S and A, balanced paths are described by{

K(t) = K∗, C(t) = C∗, S(t) = S0e
−σt, A(t) = A0e

σt, p(t) = p∗0e
σt
}
,

where A0, S0 are given and K∗, C∗, p∗0 denote the solution to the following

7Empirically, I∗A can be assumed to be significantly smaller than the mitigation costs
of climate change, because these also comprise forgone consumption due to costly trans-
formation of the capital stock (e.g. different power plants). However, the costs of climate
change are very small compared to aggregate output or capital (in the order of 0.04 to
0.14 percentage points of reduction of annual consumption growth (IPCC, 2014)). Con-
ceptually, our assumptions about the size of IA are distinctively un-Malthusian, because
they insure that the transformation of the economy to a low-carbon state is possible at
little cost and without disturbing stability .
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system of equations (using Equations (2))

K̇ = 0→ CP (K) = F (K)− δK − I∗A, (22)

Ċ = 0→ CH(K) = φ(ρ+ φ)
K + p0(K)S0

r(K)− ρ
, (23)

Eq.(15)→ p0(K) = (1− T ∗)σb0(K)

r(K)
, (24)

written here with K as the independent variable for convenience in the
subsequent analysis. For the last equation, we substituted ṗ/p = σ in the
no-arbitrage condition, and used that

b = FE = FAE(K,L,AE)A = FAE(K,L,A0E0)A0e
σt ≡ b0(K)eσt.

The crucial policy parameter determining the values of K∗, C∗ and p∗ is the
auctioned share of permits T , since the optimal choice of the extraction rate
σ or of the total amount of permits (represented here by the total available
resource stock S0) are assumed to be given.

Equation (22) defines a parabola-shaped curve in the C-K-plane and
Equation (23) a hyperbola. The K̇ = 0 locus is shifted downwards relative
to the origin by I∗A. We assume that I∗A is sufficiently small so that two
intersections of the parabola and hyperbola exist (for empirical plausibility
see Footnote 7). While the lower is unstable, the upper is saddle-point stable.
In the following, the system is reduced to two dimensions by maintaining
d(pS)/dt = 0. This projection captures all relevant dynamics.8 We denote
variables on the balanced path (where all three of Equations (22–24) hold)
by an asterisk ∗. In particular,

r∗ = FK(K∗)− δ, b∗0 = FE(K∗)A0, p∗0 = (1− T )σb∗0/r
∗. (25)

Finally, on the balanced path the growth factor R(t, τ) simplifies to

R(t, τ) =

∫ τ

t
(r(t̃) + φ)dt̃ = (r∗ + φ)(τ − t).

This simplification will be used for the rest of the article wherever balanced-
path properties are discussed.

8This can be shown in the three-dimensional system: Linearizing around the steady
states shows that the lower is unstable, while the upper is a saddle point with one stable
arm. Since C is a jump variable which instantaneously adjusts such that the optimality
and transversality conditions are observed, the system is on the stable path, see Edenhofer
et al. (2013) and appendices of Petrucci (2006). We merely subtract here a constant to
one of the differential equations of the dynamical system examined previously. The above
assumption about I∗A ensures that this does not change the topology of the phase space
and thus also not its stability properties.
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Figure 1: Phase diagram for aggregate consumption C and capital K. Kkr

denotes the Keynes-Ramsey capital level, given by FK(Kkr)− δ = ρ.

3.2 The macroeconomic portfolio effect of climate policy

We now show that underaccumulation of capital due to the generation re-
placement effect can be mitigated by resource rent collection, which directs
investment towards capital, but not by lump-sum taxation.

We first discuss why aggregate capital and consumption are subopti-
mally low. The reference point for social optimality are the Keynes-Ramsey
steady-state levels of consumption Ckrand capital Kkr, which satisfy

Ckr = F (Kkr)− δKkr − I∗A (26)

and FK(Kkr)− δ = ρ. (27)

This is derived using the approach of Calvo and Obstfeld (1988), see Ap-
pendix A.4.

Equation (23) is essential for analyzing the welfare effects of rent col-
lection, since the position of the parabola (Equation 22) does not change.
Solving for the steady state interest rate and using Equations (25) yields

r∗ = ρ+ φ(ρ+ φ)
K∗ + p∗0S0

C∗
= ρ+ φ(ρ+ φ)

K∗ + (1− T )σS0b
∗
0/r
∗

C∗
. (28)

Thus, the interest rate of the decentralized case is higher than the implied
price of capital in the socially optimal steady state (Equation 27). From
FKK < 0 and Equation (2) follows a lower level of capital, K∗ < Kkr.
Since Kkr is left of the maximum of the parabola (22), a lower capital stock
implies that consumption is suboptimal, C(K∗) < C(Kkr).
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We now discuss the two policy cases, corresponding to the two hyperbo-
las in Figure 1. First, assume that there is no auction or tax on fossil resource
extraction (T = 0) and that technological progress is financed by lump-sum
taxation (the government’s budget identity (11) becomes Z∗ = I∗A, which
does not change the aggregate dynamics). Then, the second term in Equa-
tion (28) has its maximal value, and capital accumulation and aggregate
consumption attain their lowest values (since the intersection of the hyper-
bola and the parabola is always to the left of the maximum of the parabola).

At the other extreme, with only the collected resource rents to finance
technological progress (T̂ bĒ = I∗A and Z = 0), underaccumulation is reduced
relative to the lump-sum tax case, since the tax lowers p0S0, so ceteris
paribus the second term in Equation (28) is smaller. The intuition is that
the lower rent earnings make investing in the resource stock less attractive
than capital investment, as reflected in the no-arbitrage condition (15), and
thus causes a rebalancing of the asset portfolio. Also, a lower resource stock
price means less “missing wealth” for the newborns, and thus a smaller
generation replacement effect (but the effect is still non-zero for all T , so
the social optimum cannot be reached without additional policies, see next
subsection). These effects are of course not isolated, but interact via general
equilibrium effects. We thus formalize and prove the effect, also allowing for
combinations of both financing options.

Theorem 1. Suppose that the economy is on a balanced path on which
publicly financed technological progress exactly offsets decreasing availability
of short-term (extraction) permits, that any share of these permits may be
auctioned or allocated for free, and that lump-sum payments are available.
Then, the higher the share of permits that is auctioned, the higher is social
welfare.

This result is proved in Appendix A.5 by showing that the higher the
auctioned share of permits T, the higher are aggregate capital and consump-
tion. The basic message is that it is welfare-enhancing to fulfill the revenue
requirement for R&D investment by distortionary auctioning of permits in-
stead of fulfilling it by non-distortionary lump-sum taxation (which should
only close a potential gap if revenues from full auctioning are insufficient).
However, the theorem is stronger: It implies that even if the revenue re-
quirement can be fulfilled without auctioning all permits, it is still desirable
to auction permits to the largest degree possible for efficiency reasons. Rev-
enues in excess of R&D investment needs are redistributed here by a lump-
sum transfer that is uniform across all generations; other transfer schemes
are explored in the next subsection.

As a direct consequence of Theorem 1, the gross costs of climate policy
are reduced if permits are auctioned because the costs of introducing a cli-
mate policy regime relative to scenarios in which there is no mitigation (not
modeled here) is reduced by the efficiency gain described in our model.
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3.3 Non-uniform revenue redistribution and social optimal-
ity

As an extension to the basic model above, we now show that if climate
policy revenues exceed R&D financing requirements, they can be used for
age-dependent transfers that may establish the social optimum.

If resource revenues exceed required R&D investments (T ∗ < 1), it can
be seen from Equations (23), (24) and (28) that raising the auctioned share
above T ∗ further reduces the value of the fossil resource and the interest rate,
and increases the capital stock and consumption. But due to the missing
capital wealth φK of the newborns, the generation replacement effect never
fully disappears by this price effect alone (the second term in Equation (28)
remains positive). It only disappears if the revenues in excess of required
R&D investments are used for age-dependent transfers to the newborns.
This is proved by Edenhofer et al. (2013), whose results apply directly to
our case as well, only accounting for the need to finance R&D along with
transfers:

If lump-sum payments z that enter individuals’ budget constraint (5)
are potentially age-dependent (z = z(ν, t), instead of z(t)), we obtain a
more general expression for aggregate consumption growth (while all other
equations for aggregate dynamics remain unchanged; see Appendix A.3):

Ċ(t)

C(t)
= r(t)− ρ− φ(ρ+ φ)

K(t) + p(t)S(t)− Z̄(t) + z̄(t, t)

C(t)
. (20′)

Thus, for rent collection financing age-dependent transfers (negative z, which
were defined as taxes), there is a “redistribution effect” additional to the
price effect discussed above: The difference between the expected trans-
fers to the aggregate population Z̄(t) and to newborns z̄(t, t) reflects how
transfers redistribute wealth among generations, and thus affects the size
of the generation replacement effect. Only if transfers are age-independent
(Z̄(t) = z̄(t, t)), the difference is zero and the redistribution affect disap-
pears.9 If, on the contrary, transfers are biased towards newborns, the social
optimum may be established. For the case where only newborns receive any
transfers, we have

z̄n(t, t) = −Tb(t)Ē(t)− IA(t)

φ
, (29)

z̄n(ν, t) = 0 for ν > t and (30)

Z̄n(t) = 0. (31)

9Thus, the expressions (20) above and Ḣ = (r + φ)H − w + Z (with Z defined as
a tax), often considered standard results in the literature (Petrucci, 2006; Marini and
van der Ploeg, 1988), are in fact a special case.
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The auctioning (or extraction tax) rate that reproduces the social optimum
on the balanced path, for which the generation replacement effect disap-
pears, is

T opt =
φ(K∗ + p0S0) + I∗A

b0σS0
=
φ(r∗K∗ + b0σS0) + r∗I∗A

(r∗ + φ)b0σS0
. (32)

For age-independent transfers, underaccumulation is mitigated by the price
effect, but cannot be fully cured even for T = 1. For transfers to new-
borns only, the additional redistribution effect can compensate newborns’
“missing capital” and establish the social optimum. Both effects together
may even lead to overaccumulation, so the optimal auctioning share may be
smaller than one. See Edenhofer et al. (2013) for further details and other
redistribution schemes.

4 Extensions: further policy instruments

The main result of the present article builds on the assumption that climate
policy consists of an emission trading scheme with permits with a short life-
time. This section explores alternative climate policy instruments: emission
trading with long permit lifetime, a carbon tax and a hitherto unexamined
instrument that limits availability of the atmospheric stock directly rather
than the annual flow of emissions. Comparing these instruments to the case
of short-term permits highlights the robustness of our result and further
develops the intuition of our argument.

The first subsection discusses the sensitivity of the portfolio effect on the
main modeling choices concerning resource availability. We conclude that
the essential assumption for our analysis above is the short lifetime of the
permits, which fixes the extraction (emission) path exogenously.

Consequently, the second subsection discusses alternative instruments for
which extraction is endogenous. A long-term permit scheme and a constant
carbon tax can be shown (for a Cobb-Douglas production function) to induce
the same macroeconomic portfolio effect as a short-term permit scheme; for
a time-dependent carbon tax, this seems probable but formally remains a
conjecture. Additionally, while total emissions and rent collection can be
chosen separately for permit schemes, there is a trade-off under a carbon
tax: a high constant tax maximizes the portfolio effect, but a time-varying
tax is needed for effective emission reduction.

The third subsection describes the “stock instrument”: households hold
tradable ownership certificates to the stock of the atmosphere rather than
permits to a flow of emissions. This instrument is equivalent to a conven-
tional permit scheme under the assumptions employed here. However it may
be more effective in more realistic settings in which fossil resources are not
perfectly tradable and households are motivated to protect the environment.
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4.1 Premises of the short-term permit scheme model

The above model of an emission trading scheme has been easily tractable
(despite the OLG structure) for two reasons: Short permit lifetimes allow
for a direct control of the extraction path. Additionally, we exploited the
fact that the degree of rent extraction can be chosen independently from
the extraction path: by requiring that the revenues equal the investments
into resource productivity improvements that are necessary to exactly offset
declining resource supply, a balanced path is established.

We now discuss the restrictiveness of the underlying assumptions:
First, we chose a specific shape of the permissible extraction path, and re-

source efficiency improvements: for simplicity, we chose an exponentially de-
clining extraction path (E(t) = E0e

−σt), and accordingly assumed that R&D
investment translate into resource efficiency improvements as Ȧ = θIAA, so
that IA = σ/θ leads to A(t)E(t) = const. An exponential extraction path
is analytically convenient, but the exact shape of the path is irrelevant for
our results as long as technological progress is such that spending no more
than a certain fraction of output on R&D can offset the decreasing resource
supply. This optimistic assumption about technology is a mere artifice to
obtain an analytical solution.

Second, we require public financing of resource efficiency improvements:
An alternative would be to assume exogenous technological progress. We
use publicly-financed R&D to underline (1) the necessity of R&D to counter
mitigation-induced scarcity, and (2) that even if the mitigation path is given,
the government still has a choice regarding R&D investment. The gov-
ernment’s optimization problem that should determine this choice is not
modeled here. Completely offsetting resource scarcity and maintaining a
steady state via R&D is chosen merely for simplicity. Furthermore, public
investment in resource efficiency improvements could be interpreted to also
include investment in infrastructure that matches resource-efficient technolo-
gies, such as railways, public transport and bike lanes, charging infrastruc-
ture for electric vehicles, or electricity grids and system services necessary
for integration of fluctuating renewable sources of energy.

Third, related to the second point, we assume that public financing of
R&D is feasible – technologically, as ensured by assumptions on the produc-
tion function, and in terms of available fiscal instruments, since if climate
policy revenues are insufficient, lump-sum taxes are available in our model
to top them up.

Fourth, we assume “short” lifetimes of permits to fix the extraction path:
due to inertia of the climate system, what matters are the cumulative GHG
emissions over longer periods (several decades), not their short-term path
(Meinshausen et al., 2009; Ciais et al., 2013). However, practical implemen-
tations of climate policy via emission trading schemes, such as the EU ETS
and the California Cap-and-Trade scheme, operate on shorter time scales,
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with emission budgeted over trading periods of eight and three years, respec-
tively. Forward ‘banking’ of unused permits is generally allowed, but can
be neglected if we assume that emission budgets are a binding constraint.
More importantly, ‘borrowing’ of permits to delay mitigation is not possi-
ble in California, and restricted to within a trading period in the EU, so
the endogeneous exhaustion of the short-term budget can be approximated
well by a fixed path. The fixing of such a long-term mitigation path by
the government is not necessarily less efficient than a decentralized solution,
depending e.g. on whether individual agents or the government are more
forward-looking.

This supports our modeling of a short-term permit scheme above. Yet it
remains to be shown if our hypothesis also holds for other policy instruments,
to which we turn next.

4.2 Carbon tax and long-term permit scheme

The main difference of a carbon tax compared to a short-term permit scheme
is that the last of the assumptions above is relaxed, i.e. the extraction
path is determined endogenously, and it may be affected by the path of the
tax. Extraction is also endogenous under permit schemes with unrestricted
banking and borrowing between periods or long permit lifetime (once the
permits are auctioned). In this sense, they resemble a carbon tax rather
than a short-term permit scheme, so the conclusions drawn in the following
for a carbon tax similarly apply.

We start by modifying the resource extraction part of our continuous
OLG model for a carbon tax instead of a short-term permit scheme. We
then show that a government aiming to establish a balanced path with
constant aggregate capital and consumption not only needs to invest into
technological progress to offset resource scarcity as before, but also has to
keep the carbon tax constant. In such a setting, the full dynamical system
resembles the short-term permit case, so Theorem 1 can be extended: a
higher constant carbon tax level (higher constant permit auctioning rate)
leads to higher social welfare. Thus, there is some climate change mitigation
even under a constant carbon tax: Although it does not directly affect the
path of resource extraction and GHG emissions (Dasgupta and Heal, 1979),
the portfolio effect leads to a higher capital stock and lower interest rate,
so extraction is slower. This also holds for a long-term permit scheme with
constant auctioning - but here, the total amount of emissions can addition-
ally be limited to any desired level by capping the total amount of available
resources on its introduction: In the case of the carbon tax, S stands for
the fossil reserves, in the case of a permit scheme it is the remaining carbon
budget. Finally, we briefly consider scenarios where the system is not on a
balanced path, because effective climate policy is imposed by a non-constant
carbon tax (which implies different growth rates of the resource stock and
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the resource stock price, so that the OLG-specific generation replacement
effect is non-constant). Even then, a macroeconomic portfolio effect can
be conjectured to occur; but the carbon tax remains less flexible than a
short-term permit scheme, independent of assumptions about technological
progress, since choosing a mitigation path fixes the path of revenues from
rent collection.

Assume an OLG model with two assets, capital and an exhaustible
resource, as above, but endogenous extraction under a (potentially time-
dependent) carbon tax instead of an exogenously given extraction path im-
plemented by a short-term permit scheme. The carbon tax is interpreted
as an ad-valorem tax on resource extraction and may be used to finance
resource efficiency improvements.

The firms’ problem remains unchanged. On the demand side, with indi-
vidual resource extraction e as an independent control variable, the individ-
ual budget identity (5) does not simplify to (10), and the path of aggregate
resource stock is endogenous (we suppress time dependencies in the follow-
ing):

Ṡ = −E. (9′)

Individual optimization yields a simpler no-arbitrage condition than before,
identical to the well-known Hotelling rule, and an additional condition on
resource prices:

ṗ/p = r, (15′a)

p = (1− T )b. (15′b)

Thus, while resource extraction e and resource stock ownership s can be
chosen separately, their prices are not independent. However, they may
grow at different rates: Combining the two conditions gives

ḃ/b = r + ψ with ψ := Ṫ /(1− T ), (15′c)

so a decreasing tax (ψ < 0) implies that p grows faster than b. From the
firms’ first-order conditions (2), we have

ḃ

b
=
ḞE(K,L,A,E)

FE(K,L,A,E)
=
Ȧ

A
+
K̇FEK
FE

+
(ȦE +AĖ)FEE

AFE
. (33)

Substituting this into (15′c) and solving for Ė shows that ceteris paribus
(in particular for constant K), the resource extraction rate depends on the
change rate of the tax, but not on its level.

The dynamics of aggregate capital and aggregate consumption remain
unchanged:

K̇ = w + rK + bE − IA − C, (19)

Ċ

C
= r − ρ− φ(ρ+ φ)

K + pS

C
. (20)
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For the government, we have

TbE + Z = IA, (11′c)

Ȧ = θIAA. (12)

Compared to the short-term permit case, government-controlled extraction
Ē(t) has been replaced by E(t), which is determined endogenously from the
households’ problem above. The government takes into account the firms’
and households’ first-order conditions (thus being the leader in a Stackelberg
game) when it chooses the carbon tax T and public investment in resource
efficiency improvements IA. These are balanced in the government’s budget
by lump-sum taxes or transfers Z, if necessary.

Assume that the government seeks to establish a balanced path with
K(t) = K∗, C(t) = C∗. From Equation (19) follows that this requires the
marginal resource productivity to grow as fast as resource supply declines
(otherwise output is not constant), while for the generation-replacement
effect in Equation (20) to stay constant, the resource stock price has to
grow as fast the resource stock declines, so we have

d

dt
(AE) = 0, (34)

d

dt
(pS) = 0. (35)

Appendix A.6 shows that these conditions can be satisfied on a balanced
path by choosing

IA = 1/θ(−Ė/E), (36)

ψ = 0, (37)

so a balanced path only exists under a carbon tax if the tax is constant. On
such a balanced path, we have

ḃ/b = ṗ/p = Ȧ/A = −Ė/E = −Ṡ/S = r(K∗), (38)

since as long as the carbon tax and R&D investment are constant, the
resource stock and resource extraction change at the same rate, so the price
for the extracted resource and the stock also need to evolve at the same rate.
A non-constant carbon tax would drive a wedge between them (ṗ/p = r =
ḃ/b− ψ).

Nevertheless, a balanced path is consistent with a constant carbon tax
of any level (except T = 1, for which the resource stock market would
collapse). On such a path, the contribution of resource wealth to the gen-
eration replacement effect is constant, but smaller for a higher carbon tax
(pS = (1 − T )b0(K∗)S0). Thus, the following result holds (proved in Ap-
pendix A.6):
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Corollary 2. Assume that production can be described by a Cobb-Douglas
function. Suppose the decreasing availability of fossil resources is exactly
offset by technological progress, which is publicly financed by the revenues of
a constant carbon tax and, if necessary, lump-sum taxes. Then, the higher
the absolute level of the constant carbon tax, the higher is social welfare.

As indicated above, this result is similarly applicable to the case of an
emission trading scheme with long permit lifetimes or unlimited banking
and borrowing between periods: On a balanced path, a long-term permit
scheme that leaves the determination of the extraction path to the mar-
ket, but collects fossil resource rents by perpetually auctioning (a share of)
permits and financing resource efficiency improvements, does also induce a
macroeconomic portfolio effect. Again, higher auctioning rates unambigu-
ously imply higher consumption and thus higher welfare. However, unlike
a constant carbon tax, it can additionally implement the most important
aspect of climate policy by directly restricting cumulative emissions to any
desired extent (by interpreting S0 as a carbon budget and setting it to a
fraction of fossil resource reserves). A constant carbon tax only changes the
extraction path indirectly via the portfolio effect, because a higher capital
stock and lower interest rate leads to slower extraction.

Finally, consider a non-constant carbon tax that affects the endogenous
extraction path (Dasgupta and Heal, 1979). The tax will need to decrease
to provide an incentive for resource conservation and thus mitigation (Sin-
clair, 1994). As we saw above, this does not result in a balanced path in a
continuous OLG setting (so we cannot apply the same analytical method as
above). Nevertheless, some part of the fossil resource rent still is extracted
by the carbon tax, the value of the fossil stock is reduced and saving in pro-
ducible capital becomes more attractive, so the basic effect can be expected
to hold for a non-constant carbon tax as well:

Conjecture 3. The macroeconomic portfolio effect still holds under a time-
dependent carbon tax.

Even a time-dependent carbon tax is still less flexible than a permit
scheme: If the extraction path is fixed by the carbon tax, the path of tax rev-
enues is also fixed - in contrast to a short-term permit scheme, in which the
amounts available for extraction can be chosen independently from the auc-
tioning rates (which may be constant, as above, or vary over time). Without
this additional flexibility, it is not possible to implement a given mitigation
path and arbitrary rent collection simultaneously. Instead, there is a trade-
off: the macroeconomic portfolio effect induced by a time-dependent carbon
tax is weaker than under a permit scheme to the extent that the mitigation
incentive of a falling tax rate is given priority.
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4.3 Owning the atmosphere: A “stock instrument”

The stock-flow structure of our model also suggests an alternative instru-
ment: Instead of regulating the flow of emissions, one could limit the avail-
ability of the stock and make claims on it tradable: Households obtain prop-
erty rights for the atmosphere and the government regulates to how much
annual emissions this entitles them. We first describe what the instrument
consists in and subsequently show that it is equivalent to the model presented
earlier in this article. We then consider two arguments why the stock instru-
ment may be preferable to a short-term permit scheme: fossil resources may
be less tradable than atmospheric property rights, and a stock instrument
may lead to enhanced environmental awareness compared to conventional
emission trading.

We suggest a stock instrument for climate policy with the following struc-
ture: Assume that households own shares sa of the atmosphere (instead of
shares of fossil resource stocks). Ownership of such shares entitles them to
annually obtain emission rights, the amount of which decreases at rate σ.
Households can sell these emission rights to firms at a price l and pay taxes
on the revenues (they “rent out” their share of the atmosphere to the firms).
They can also trade the shares among each other. Our suggestion is related
to the “long-term permit” component of the McKibbin-Wilcoxen hybrid cli-
mate policy (McKibbin and Wilcoxen, 2002), which those authors also allow
to embody declining annual emission rights (McKibbin and Wilcoxen, 2007;
McKibbin, 2012).10 However, this type of permit system has not been con-
sidered in an analytical model before the present article. It is also related
to the case of “exogenously shrinking” land considered by Buiter (1989) in
the context of debt neutrality of taxation of fixed factors.

For this alternative instrument, the model presented in Section 2 is mod-
ified as follows: The individual budget becomes

k̇ + pṡa + c = w + rk + [(1− T )l − pσ]sa − z + φ(k + psa). (5′′)

Here the contribution −pσsa comes from the annual decrease in emission
rights attached to the ownership of an atmospheric stock. The dynamics
of the atmospheric stock are controlled by the government and, as above,
taken to be

Ṡa
Sa

= −σ. (9′′)

Its decreasing availability reflects the limited disposal space for emissions.
Still Ṡa = −E, so that E = σSa. So σ is both the rate of decline of the

10The nature of the “long-term permits” is not central to the major advantages of
the hybrid climate policy propounded by (McKibbin and Wilcoxen, 2002). In (McKibbin
and Wilcoxen, 2007), the authors attribute the suggestion of embodying declining emission
rights into a long-term permit to Rob Stavins, while in (McKibbin, 2012) some advantages
to this specific design are briefly mentioned, see also below.
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atmospheric stock as well as the ratio between emissions used and total
available space in the atmosphere. In particular, while households rent out
their share of the atmosphere to the firm for one year, E denotes the emis-
sions permitted in production, which are proportional to the current given
size of Sa. Hence

l = FSa(K,L,AE(Sa)) = FE(K,L,AE(Sa))σ. (39)

The remaining modification to the previous model is Equation (6), which
has to be changed to∫ t

−∞
ṡ(ν, t)φe−φ(t−ν)dν − σS(t) = φS(t), (6′′)

as the atmospheric stock shrinks without being used. The remaining defining
equations of the model are identical. The only change to the dynamics of
the model is a no-arbitrage condition between the atmospheric stock and
capital:

(1− T )l

p
+
ṗ

p
= r + σ. (15′′)

As the remaining equations describing the dynamics of the economy are
unchanged, the stock instrument will be equivalent to the short-term permit
scheme, if l = bσ. This holds by Equation (39). The equation between prices
l and b is true because renting the stock of the atmosphere Sa at rate l, or
buying a flow of resources Ē = σS at price b, must have the same value
to firms. Thus, the original and modified budget equations are the same.
The deeper reason for this equivalence is that the short-term permit scheme
already contains the core of the stock instrument, which is to treat e as
proportional to s and thus to prevent endogenous extraction dynamics.

While the stock- and flow instruments are formally equivalent in our
model of a closed, competitive economy, where everyone owns resources (or
parts of the atmosphere), differences may arise in more realistic settings.
The two instruments seem to imply different distributions: While consider-
ing the fossil resource stocks underlying an emission trading scheme evokes
that “only resource owners” possess such assets, introducing a new property
structure is associated with the idea that “everyone gets permits”. How-
ever, an initial or perpetual reallocation of shares of the stock is in principle
possible for both instruments, so differences between the two instruments
do not arise primarily from different distributions. Instead, we discuss two
genuine distinctions:

First, the models of this article rest on the assumption that the fossil
resource or atmospheric stocks are fully tradable. Yet in economic reality,
there may be several classes of agents, or heterogeneous countries which
mostly hold either capital assets or fossil resources. If there are investors
that specialize on one class of assets only, or are barred from investing in the
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alternative class of assets, a portfolio effect may not occur, as fossil resources
are not fully traded. A stock instrument, in contrast, creates assets that are
(designed to be) fully tradable, overcoming a possible “separation” of assets
that could weaken the portfolio effect if climate policy was introduced as a
conventional short-term permit scheme.

Second, a standard argument against implementing climate policy by an
emission trading system is that it crowds out social preferences, namely per-
sonal motivation to behave in an environmentally-friendly way (Frey, 1999;
Bowles and Polania-Reyes, 2012). An alternative climate policy could at-
tempt to make the scarcity of carbon sinks more tangible to individuals, and
provide them with an opportunity to express social preferences directly and
visibly for others. A consequence of such a policy may be greater political
support for introducing or tightening a cap on emissions (see also McKibbin,
2012). This has been the chief motivation behind the idea of personal carbon
trading (PCT) schemes (Hillman, 1998; Fleming, 1997) to which our sugges-
tion of a “stock instrument” is related. They have been discussed in some
theoretical detail (Starkey, 2012a,b) and also received considerable interest
from policy makers (Fawcett, 2010). The schemes closest to our model are
the Ayres scheme (Ayres, 1997) and the Cap&Share scheme (as described
in Starkey, 2012a), where every year, a decreasing amount of tradable emis-
sion rights is initially allocated to individuals on an equal per capita basis,
and can then be sold on to emitting firms. In addition to this flow mar-
ket, our suggested instrument involves a “secondary” stock market where
rights to the flow of individuals’ future allocations of permits are traded as
an asset. Thus, while PCT only differs from conventional emission trading
systems by regulating emissions directly at the level of the households, our
proposed stock instrument would additionally give households some “prop-
erty rights” to the atmosphere, with ensuing investment decisions. Whether
such a policy may enhance environmental awareness and may be more so-
cially acceptable than conventional emissions trading is a question for future
research.

5 Conclusion

In his seminal contribution on rent taxation Feldstein (1977, p.356) wrote
that “[i]ncreasing the effective rate of tax on natural resources creates a
capital loss for the current owners and thus induces additional capital accu-
mulation”. For the case of climate policy, this effect has so far been unexam-
ined. The present article therefore has studied the impact of climate policy
on aggregate investment behavior. For an emission trading system in which
permits have short life times, auctioning of permits was proved to induce
a shift of investment away from fossil resource stocks towards producible
capital. If capital is underaccumulated – a plausible assumption if capi-
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tal is broadly conceived and includes human capital – this “macroeconomic
portfolio effect” increases efficiency and thus social welfare. The effect also
implies that the gross costs of climate policy are lower compared to cases
in which rent extraction is allocation-neutral. If imperfect intergenerational
altruism is the source of capital underaccumulation, using the revenues from
rent-extracting policies to the benefit of the young may even establish the
social optimum.

A similar effect occurs for the case of a carbon tax (or a permit scheme
with long permit lifetimes), which is however not equivalent to a short-
term permit scheme: the tax rate (or auctioning share) is the only policy
variable and the resource extraction path is endogenous, while under a short-
term permit scheme the share of permits to be auctioned and the resource
extraction path can be chosen separately.

The portfolio effect relies on the assumption that the resource stocks af-
fected by the conventional,“flow-based”, permit scheme are tradable assets
directly competing with capital goods. If this is not the case, and in par-
ticular in settings with several countries or classes of agents with different
resource endowments, a “stock-based” scheme that introduces ownership of
a share of perpetually renewed emission rights may offer a remedy: while
being formally equivalent to the conventional permit scheme, the new asset
may be more liquid and more widely available. Furthermore, environmental
awareness and political feasibility of stringent climate policy could be en-
hanced by distributing atmospheric property rights instead of implementing
an upstream emissions trading system.

We conclude that extracting resource rents (e.g. by climate policy) is
efficient due to dynamic investment effects, and not only desirable for distri-
butional reasons. Furthermore, if climate policy is implemented as a permit
scheme, investment dynamics provide a new reason for the old conclusion
that permits should not be allocated for free.
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A Appendix

A.1 Derivation of the Keynes-Ramsey rule and the arbitrage
condition

The budget constraint (10) can be split into a constraint in monetary terms
and another in terms of the fossil resource by defining d(ν, t) = φs(ν, t) −
ṡ(ν, t)− ē, where ē = Ē/Ss = σs. Dropping the time arguments, we obtain:

k̇ = w + [r + φ]k + (1− T )σbs+ pd− z − c (40)

ṡ = φs− d− σs. (41)

Individuals maximise utility given by Equation (4) by choosing c(ν, t) and
d(ν, t), subject to Equations (40), (41) and the transversality condition (7).
Writing λ and µ for the multipliers of (40) and (41) in the current value
Hamiltonian Hc, we obtain the following first order conditions:

∂Hc

∂c
=

1

c
− λ = 0 (42)

∂Hc

∂d
= λp− µ = 0 (43)

∂Hc

∂k
= (ρ+ φ)λ− λ̇ ⇒ λ(r + φ) = (ρ+ φ)λ− λ̇ (44)

∂Hc

∂s
= (ρ+ φ)µ− µ̇ ⇒ λ(1− T )σb+ µ(φ− σ) = (ρ+ φ)µ− µ̇. (45)

Inserting the time derivative of (42) into Equation (44) yields the Keynes-
Ramsey rule (14). Using Equation (43) and its time derivative to replace
µ and µ̇ in Equation (45) and applying Equation (44) gives the arbitrage
condition for investing in fossil resources or capital (15).

A.2 Individual lifetime budget constraint and consumption
level

First, to derive the lifetime budget constraint (16), regrouping terms in (10)
and adding ṗs− (r + φ)ps on both sides gives:

k̇ + pṡ+ ṗs− (r + φ)(k + ps) = w + (1− T )σbs− pσs+ ṗs− rps− z − c =

= w − z − c.

The last equality follows from (15). This leads to

d

dτ

[
(k + ps)e−R

]
= (w − z − c)e−R

⇒
∫ ∞
t

d

dτ

[
(k + ps)e−R

]
dτ =

∫ ∞
t

(w − z − c) e−Rdτ

⇒ −k(ν, t)− p(t)s(ν, t) = w̄(t)− z̄(ν, t)−
∫ ∞
t

c(ν, τ)e−Rdτ,
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which is the lifetime budget constraint (16), written here in the more general
form with age-dependent transfers/taxes z(ν, t). For the integration of the
left-hand side in the last step, we used exp(−R(t, t)) = 1 and Equation (7).

Then, the individual consumption level follows from solving the Keynes-
Ramsey rule for c, which gives

c(ν, τ) = c(ν, t) exp

(∫ τ

t
(r(τ)− ρ)dτ

)
,

and substituting this into the lifetime budget equation,

k(ν, t) + p(t)s(ν, t) + w̄(t)− z̄(ν, t) =

∫ ∞
t

c(ν, t)e
∫ τ
t [r(t̃)−ρ]dt̃e−R(t,τ)dτ =

= c(ν, t)/(ρ+ φ).

Hence, individual consumption is a fixed fraction of wealth.

A.3 Aggregate solution

We derive the aggregate quantities for general age-dependent transfers z(ν, t),
and then simplify them for uniform transfers to obtain the relations given
in the main text.

The aggregate consumption level C(t) for general transfers is obtained
directly from aggregation of Equation (17), as given by Equation (18) in the
main text.

The dynamics of the total capital stock (19) are obtained by applying
Leibniz’ rule to

K(t) =

∫ t

−∞
k(ν, t)φeφ(ν−t)dν,

replacing k̇ by its expression from the individual budget constraint (10), and
using Equation (6) for aggregate changes in resource ownership:

K̇(t) = k(t, t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0

φeφ(t−t) − 0 +

∫ t

−∞

d

dt

[
k(ν, t)φeφ(ν−t)

]
dν =

= −φK(t) +

∫ t

−∞
k̇(ν, t)φeφ(ν−t)dν =

= w(t) + r(t)K(t) + [1− T (t)]σb(t)S − p(t)σS+

+ p(t)

[
φS −

∫ t

−∞
ṡ(ν, t)φeφ(ν−t)dν

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=Ē=σS

−C(t)−
∫ t

−∞
z(ν, t)φeφ(ν−t)dν︸ ︷︷ ︸

=−T (t)b(t)σS+IA

=

= w(t) + r(t)K(t) + σb(t)S − IA − C(t).
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The government budget constraint (11) was used in the last step, to the
effect that the aggregate result does not directly depend on the transfer
scheme z(ν, t). However, it may have an indirect effect via prices, stock
levels and consumption.

Similarly, we derive the dynamics of aggregate consumption, first for the
case of general, age-dependent transfers z(ν, t):

Ċ(t) = c(t, t)φeφ(t−t) − 0 +

∫ t

−∞

d

dt

[
c(ν, t)φeφ(ν−t)

]
dν =

= φ(ρ+ φ)[h(t, t)]− φC(t) +

∫ t

−∞
ċ(ν, t)φeφ(ν−t)dν︸ ︷︷ ︸
=(r(t)−ρ)C(t)

=

= [r(t)− ρ]C(t)− φ(ρ+ φ)[K(t) + p(t)S − Z̄(t) + z̄(t, t)].

The first equality follows from Leibniz’ rule. For the second, c(t, t) = (ρ +
φ)[k(t, t) + p(t)s(t, t) + h(t, t)] = (ρ + φ)[h(t, t)] is used. In the third step,
φC(t) is replaced using Equation (18). Alternatively, we could have directly
differentiated Equation (18) and used that, by Leibniz’ rule, Ḣ = (r+φ)H−
w + Z + φ(Z̄ − z̄(t, t)). We thus obtain

Ċ(t)

C(t)
= r(t)− ρ− φ(ρ+ φ)

K(t) + p(t)S(t)− Z̄(t) + z̄(t, t)

C(t)
.

This is the general result (20′) used in Section 3.3. For the special case of
uniform, age-independent transfers,

z(ν, t) = zu(t), (46)

we have Z̄(t) = z̄(t, t) = z̄u(t) and Equation (20′) simplifies to Equation
(20) in the main section.

A.4 Socially optimal solution

The social planner solution represents a normative benchmark to evaluate
the adequacy of the climate policies discussed in the article. The application
of the approach of Calvo and Obstfeld (1988) to the social planner problem
is as in Edenhofer et al. (2013), we restate it here to make this article self-
contained.

We here define social welfare as the (discounted) preference satisfaction
of the heterogeneous households. The socially optimal rate of pure time
preference is assumed to equal the private rate of pure time preference for
simplicity.
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Social welfare V at time t is defined as follows:

V (t) =

∫ t

−∞

{∫ ∞
t

ln c(ν, τ)e−ρτφe−φ(τ−ν)dτ

}
dν

+

∫ ∞
t

{∫ ∞
ν

ln c(ν, τ)e−ρτφe−φ(τ−ν)dτ

}
dν.

which is the social welfare function considered by Calvo and Obstfeld (1988)
when the private equals the social rate of pure time preference.

We now apply the two-step procedure of Calvo and Obstfeld (1988)
for social planner problems with overlapping generations to determine the
socially optimal level of aggregate capital and consumption: (i) the optimal
static distribution is derived for every point in time, (ii) the intertemporally
optimal solution is chosen independently.

(i) Define U(C(t)) as the solution to the static maximization problem:

U(C(t)) = max
{c(ν,t)}tν=−∞

∫ t

−∞
ln c(ν, t)φe−φ(t−ν)dν (47)

subject to: C(t) =

∫ t

−∞
c(ν, t)φe−φ(t−ν)dν. (48)

The solution to this problem is:

U(C(t)) = ln(C(t)).

The result is true since all agents have the same utility function. Intu-
itively, distributing the fixed amount C(t) among all living agents at
time t thus makes giving an equal share to each of them optimal. As
population is normalized to 1, the share given to the individual equals
the total amount of consumption, C(t), so that total utility is ln(C(t)).

Proof. Solving the maximization problem (47) with integral constraint
(48) and writing λ as multiplier to that constraint, one obtains the
current-value Hamiltonian

Hc = φ ln c(ν, t) + λφc(ν, t)

and thus finds the first-order conditions:

∂Hc

∂c
=

φ

c(ν, t)
+ λφ = 0 (49)

(t− ν)λ = (t− ν)λ− λ̇. (50)

The last equation implies that λ is constant, so from Equation (49)
it follows that the optimal c(ν, t) is constant for all ν, too. Setting
c(ν, t) = c′(t) in Equation (48) implies

C(t) = c′(t).

Inserting this in Equation (47) gives the result.
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(ii) The intertemporal maximization problem of the social planner is then
the following problem:

max
C(t)

∞∫
t=0

U(C(t))e−ρtdt (51)

with U(C) = ln(C)

s.t. K̇(t) = F (K(t), L(t), A0E0)− δK(t)− I∗A − C(t).

The corresponding rule for socially optimal aggregate consumption growth
is thus the Keynes-Ramsey rule

Ċ(t)

C(t)
= FK(K(t), L(t), A(t)Ē(t))− δ − ρ. (52)

We therefore take the Keynes-Ramsey level of consumption and capital as
the reference point for social optimality in the main part of the paper.

A.5 Formal proof of the portfolio effect

Proof of Theorem 1. The idea of the proof is to compare the steady state
of the decentralized equilibrium for two different auctioned shares of per-
mits (or tax rates on resource extraction revenues): It will be shown that
although for a fixed capital stock, consumption, and thus social welfare, is
lower with a higher auctioned share, both the consumption and the capital
stock are higher in the steady state, the higher the auctioned share is. This
is illustrated in Figure 1.

Consider two auctioning shares, 0 ≤ T1 < T2 ≤ 1. Let the steady
state defined by Equations (22) and (23) for the two shares be denoted
by (K1∗, C1∗) and (K2∗, C2∗). The superscripts 1 and 2 also indicate the
respective cases for the parabola and the hyperbola. From the definition of
social welfare given in Section 3, it is sufficient to prove that

C1∗ < C2∗.

The parabola (22) (defined by K̇ = 0) is not affected by the auctioned share.
However the hyperbola (23) (defined by Ċ = 0) changes: It is equivalent to
the following expression

CiH(K) = φ
ρ+ φ

r(K)− ρ

{
K +

σb0(K)S0

r(K)
− Ti

σb0(K)S0

r(K)

}
(53)

for i = 1, 2. As the last term in the curly bracket is negative, it follows that
C2
H(K) < C1

H(K) for all K ∈ [0,Kkr]. In Figure 1, the hyperbola for T2 is
below that for T1.
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For any K < K1∗, we also have C1
H(K) < C1

P (K) and C1
P (K) = C2

P (K)
since the parabola is independent of T . Hence C2

H(K) < C2
P (K) for K <

K0∗. Moreover, CiH(K) is positive for all K ≤ Kkr, and thus tends to +∞
as K approaches Kkr. Thus the (non-trivial) intersection of parabola and
hyperbola for T2 must occur at a capital stock K2∗ with K1∗ ≤ K2∗ < Kkr.
In this interval, CP (K) is increasing in K, thus K1∗ < K2∗ and also C1∗ <
C2∗, as required.

A.6 Dynamical system and portfolio effect for constant car-
bon tax

We first show that a carbon tax needs to be constant for a balanced path
to exist. From Equations (19) and (20), we saw that K(t) = K∗, C(t) = C∗

requires d/dt(AE) = 0 and d/dt(pS) = 0. From the first condition and
Equation (12) follows that the government needs to set IA = 1/θ(−Ė/E)
on a balanced path. The second condition can be rewritten with the help of
Equation (15′b) as d/dt[(1− T )bS] = 0. So the government needs to choose
ψ(t) such that the following system of differential equations is solved:

Ṡ/S = −E/S,
ḃ/b = ψ − Ṡ/S (for (1− T )bS 6= 0),

ḃ/b = ψ + r.

The last two conditions are only both satisfied if Ṡ/S = −r, which is con-
stant on the balanced path. From the first equation then follows that

Ė/E = Ṡ/S = −r.

Furthermore, using the balanced-path conditions d/dt(AE) = 0 and K̇ = 0
in (33), and again Ė/E = −r, we have

ḃ/b = Ȧ/A = −Ė/E = r.

This can only hold simultaneously with the fifth equation above if

ψ = 0.

We now show that Theorem 1 extends to the case of a constant carbon
tax (or long-term permit scheme). For the aggregate dynamics under a
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general carbon tax, we obtained in Section 4.2:

Ṡ = −E, (9′)

ṗ/p = r and p = (1− T )b, (15′a)

ḃ/b = r + ψ with ψ := Ṫ /(1− T ), (15′c)

K̇ = F (K,L,AE)− δK − IA − C, (19)

Ċ/C = r − ρ− φ(ρ+ φ)(K + pS)/C, (20)

Ȧ = θIAA. (12)

The first five equations represent the behavior of the private agents, the
last equation the government’s resource efficiency investment. Assume that
the government implements a tax which is constant (ψ = 0), implying that
ṗ/p = ḃ/b = r. Furthermore, assume that it uses the revenues for R&D
investment that exactly offsets resource extraction, IA = 1/θ(−Ė/E), so
that AE = const. and Ȧ/A = −Ė/E. Then, the essential dynamics of the
system are captured by just four differential equations (without the second
and the last equation above).

Finally, for simplicity we assume that production can be described by
a Cobb-Douglas function, Y = F (K,L,AE) = Kα(AE)βL(1−α−β). Using
Equation (33), we then have

ḃ

b
=
d/dtFE(·)
FE(·)

=
Ȧ

A
+ α

K̇

K
.

The essential dynamical system can now be written as

Ṡ/S = −E/S, (54)

Ė/E = αK̇/K − r(K), (55)

K̇/K =
[
F (K)− δK − C + Ė/(θE)

]
/K, (56)

Ċ/C = r(K)− ρ− φ(ρ+ φ) [K + (1− T )βF (K)S/E] /C. (57)

Substituting (55) into (56) and defining ε := E/S, we obtain

Ṡ/S = −ε, (58)

ε̇/ε = ε+ αK̇/K − r(K), (59)

K̇/K = [F (K)− δK − C − r(K)/θ] θ/(θK − α), (60)

Ċ/C = r(K)− ρ− φ(ρ+ φ) [K + (1− T )βF (K)/ε] /C. (61)

The last three equations are a dynamical system in ε, C and K. Its fixed
point satisfies

ε = r(K), (62)

C = F (K)− δK − r(K)/θ, (63)

C = φ(ρ+ φ) [K + (1− T )βF (K)/r(K)] / [r(K)− ρ] . (64)
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In the C-K-plane, the last two equations describe a parabola and hyperbola
as before (cf. Equations (22) and (23)). The fixed point is stable, since
the same argument as in Footnote 8 applies (in this case with two jump
variables, C0 and ε0 = E0/S0 chosen such that the transversality conditions
are met). Thus, the occurence of a macroeconomic portfolio effect under a
carbon tax can be proved in a similar way as for the short-term permit case:

Proof of Corollary 2. Similar to the proof of Theorem 1 with Equation (53)
modified to

CiH(K) = φ
ρ+ φ

r(K)− ρ

{
K +

βF (K)

r(K)
− Ti

βF (K)

r(K)

}
.
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